The fifty-eighth session of the Regional Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean took place 2–5 October 2011 in Cairo, Egypt.

Final report

Provisional agenda

Resolutions

EM/RC58/R.1
Annual report of the Regional Director for 2010 and progress reports

EM/RC58/R.7
Expression of appreciation to Dr Hussein Abdul Razzak Gezairy

EM/RC58/R.10
Managing the use of public health pesticides in the face of the increasing burden of vector-borne diseases
EM/RC58/R.4
Dengue: call for urgent interventions for a rapidly expanding emerging disease
English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/R.5
Scaling up the Expanded Programme on Immunization to meet global and regional targets
English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/R.8
English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/R.3
Strategic directions for scaling up research for health in the Eastern Mediterranean Region
English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/R.6
Nomination of the Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean
English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/R.2
Report of the Regional Consultative Committee (thirty-fifth meeting)
English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/R.9
Report of the Eastern Mediterranean Advisory Committee on Health Research (twenty-fifth meeting)
English | Arabic | French

Working documents
EM/RC58/2
Annual Report of the Regional Director 2010
  English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/INF.DOC.1
Progress report on eradication of poliomyelitis
  English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/INF.DOC.2
Progress report on the Tobacco-Free Initiative
  English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/INF.DOC.3
Progress report on achievement of the Millennium Development Goals
  English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/INF.DOC.4
Progress report on control and elimination of malaria
  English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/INF.DOC.5
Progress report on cancer prevention and control
  English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/INF.DOC.6
Regional emergency solidarity fund and progress made in operationalizing the regional hub for logistics and supply management
  English | Arabic | French

EM/RC58/INF.DOC.7
Pandemic H1N1 and progress on the response

EM/RC58/INF.DOC.8
Progress report on the regional situation regarding road traffic injuries

EM/RC58/Tech.Disc.1
Managing the use of public health pesticides in the face of the increasing burden of vector-borne diseases

EM/RC58/3
Dengue: call for urgent interventions for a rapidly expanding emerging disease

EM/RC58/4
Scaling up the Expanded Programme on Immunization to meet global and regional targets

EM/RC58/5
Strategy for mental health and substance abuse in the Eastern Mediterranean Region

EM/RC58/7
Strategic directions for research for health: scaling up in the Eastern Mediterranean Region

EM/RC58/WP.1
Nomination of the Regional Director